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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK CARD MANIPULATIONS
To the magician and to most audiences, card manipulations are the most
fascinating type of card trick. Since the manipulator's skill is the only determining
factor, once a degree of card dexterity is acquired the performer can go on to
learn tricks sure to entertain, at any time, with no further preparation, using any
available deck of cards for the performance. In this five-book series, Jean Hugard,
master performer on stage and with small groups, teaches the passes, palming
methods, shuffles, arm spreads, color reverses, sleights, flourishes, set-ups, and
tricks in the best professional versions. After showing the basic manipulations, he
develops a number of exceptional tricks where the manipulations are used. A
number of illustrations and step-by-step explanations teach each detail as the trick
would be given in a performance. By working through these tricks, from the simple
to the complex, the magician learns his skills in a professional manner and also
gains a wide repertoire of specific tricks. Throughout the book a great number of
manipulations and over a hundred tricks are explained. The keys to these tricks
are not well known outside professional magicians' groups. But to the advanced
beginner or semiprofessional who has some degree of card skill, the
manipulations and tricks developed in this book will add to the dexterity of the
performance, give hours of rigorous skill-developing practice, and help build a
professional, well-rounded repertoire with cards. "Recommended." -- Linking Ring.
CARD MANIPULATION - WIKIPEDIA
Card manipulation is the branch of magical illusion that deals with creating effects
using sleight of hand techniques involving playing cards.Card manipulation is
often used in magical performances, especially in close-up, parlor, and street
magic. "Card Manipulations" is a good text, but some illustrations are merely
depictions of the end result, or some intermediate steps from start, halfway
through. Some manipulations could have benefitted from a more thorough
diagramatic breakdown of their component stages. The power to manipulate
cards. Variation of Object Manipulation and Literary Manipulation. The user can
create, shape and manipulate cards of all kinds, including playing cards, tarot
cards, trading cards/Trading Card Game (TCG) cards, etc., shaping and
combining them as needed, or moving them... Card Manipulations No. 1 Jean
Hugard | Previous | Contents One Hand Top Card Palm A description of a method
of palming the top card of the pack appeared in the Magic Wand some years ago.
To the magician and to most audiences, card manipulations are the most
fascinating type of card trick. Since the manipulator's skill is the only determining
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factor, once a degree of card dexterity is acquired the performer can go on to
learn tricks sure to entertain, at any time, with no further preparation, using any
available deck of cards for the performance. To the magician and to most
audiences, card manipulations are the most fascinating type of card trick. Since
the manipulator's skill is the only determining factor, once a degree of card
dexterity is acquired the performer can go on to learn tricks sure to entertain, at
any time, with no further preparation, using any available deck of cards. To the
magician and to most audiences, card manipulations are the most fascinating type
of card trick. Since the manipulator's skill is the only determining factor, once a
degree of card dexterity is acquired the performer can go on to learn tricks sure to
entertain, at any time, with no further. Card Manipulations No. 5 Jean Hugard Next
| Previous | Contents One Hand Palm for a Number of Cards This clean and rapid
method of palming a number of cards from the top of the deck was originated by a
French Card manipulation is the branch of magical illusion that deals with creating
effects using sleight of hand techniques involving playing cards. Card manipulat...
Mix - Magic - Card Manipulation - An Ha Lim V329 YouTube BEST Magic Show in
the world - Genius Rubik's Cube Magician America's Got Talent - Duration: 14:01.
Len Ken 50,180,454 views To the magician and to most audiences, card
manipulations are the most fascinating type of card trick. Since the manipulator's
skill is the only determining factor, once a degree of card dexterity is acquired the
performer can go on to learn tricks sure to entertain, at any time, with no further
preparation, using any available deck of cards for the performance. Card
Manipulations (Dover Magic Books) - Kindle edition by Jean Hugard. Download it
once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like
bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Card Manipulations (Dover
Magic Books). The Art of Card Manipulation Volumes 1-3: Jeff McBride, renowned
performer and one of the finest card manipulators of our time, teaches you the
inside secrets of professional card manipulation. Read Card Manipulations by
Jean Hugard by Jean Hugard by Jean Hugard for free with a 30 day free trial.
Read eBook on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android To the magician and to most
audiences, card manipulations are the most fascinating type of card trick.
CARD MANIPULATIONS BY JEAN HUGARD - GOODREADS
To the magician and to most audiences, card manipulations are the most
fascinating type of card trick. Since the manipulator's skill is the only determining
factor, once a degree of card dexterity is acquired the performer can go on to
learn tricks sure to entertain, at any time, with no further preparation, using any
available deck of cards for the performance. With card manipulation as his
specialty, he brings you the first of three volumes on the art. Learn the award
winning techniques featured in shows around the world. In the first volume of this
introductory course on card manipulation, Dan focuses on the core techniques of
props, backpalming, fanning, single card productions, and MUCH more. A
Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Real Magic at your Fingertips Jeff McBride,
renowned performer and one of the finest card manipulators of our time, teaches
you the inside secrets of professional card manipulation. Extreme card
manipulation is totally mesmerizing. Who even knew cards could move like that?
The name Hugard guarantees for first rate material and so it is no surprise that
Card Manipulations and the follow up More Card Manipulations includes some of
the very best tricks and routines one can do with cards. Card Attacks Luxord
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(Kingdom Hearts) is a master of this ability. Power/Ability to: Release/use cards to
various attacks. The power to release/use cards to various attacks. Impress all of
your friends with some card magic, or as others like to say, card manipulation or
card trick. You don't need to be a magician to learn the illusion of magic with a
deck of playing cards. I have been doing card manipulation for 2 years learning
from Jeff Sheridan and Evolution of Card Manipulation. When this dvd came out I
thought this would be a great dvd becouse have some slights that I think it worth
to learn. 128 "CARD MANIPULATIONS" "CLEVER CARD TRICKS" That An. y?
ne Can. Do. By Maxwell There has always been a great need for a compilation of
good, practical and easily worked card tricks. Among the many manipulations and
sleights are forces, passes, glides, color changes, top and bottom changes, the
Herrmann pass, the "Cottone" snap production, the Grote instantaneous palm,
theCarlyle false count, double lifts, false cuts, controls, shuffles, andmuch more.
Card Manipulations: Illustrated Directions on How to Do Over 165 Card Tricks and
Stunts (Dover Magic Books) by Hugard, Jean (2000) Paperback Paperback £2.91
(29 used & new offers) The end cards of a 4+ card run are ripe for Shanghai, as
are the middle cards on a 7+ card run. Manipulation This section is based on a
contribution from Paul J. Welty. Among the many manipulations and sleights are
forces, passes,glides, color changes, top and bottom changes, the Herrmann
pass,the "Cottone" snap production, the Grote instantaneous palm, theCarlyle
false count, double lifts, false cuts, controls, shuffles, andmuch more.
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